Wednesday Night
June 17, 2020
-

7:00 - Devotional (lead by one of the leaders)
(GAME: Find It, Flip It, Chunk It)

- FIND IT!
Last week Peter hid __20__ water bottles around the outside of the church campus.
The bottles are hidden in such a way so that at least the cap or bottom can be seen.
This is a search and return mission.
All the bottles are labeled 1-10.
The game leader has a list, with a description of where the bottle is hidden.
As needed clues will be given as to where certain bottles are hidden.
Each bottle must be returned, immediately after it is found and given to the game leader, so we can keep
track of which bottles are still in play.
-Divide into teams. Teams need to be 8 people, if possible.
(once teams are formed, write on each right hand the team number, eg: 1,2,3,4,….)
(determine team sizes by the group present)
(each team needs to have at least 1 adult if possible)
-Teams must search together for the water bottle.
-The searching radius of team members needs to remain within the distance of the RED building.
(another words, you can’t have people on the same team searching out in the field where we
played kickball AND over in the playground, searching at the same time)
-The whole team has to check in when turning in a water bottle.
(bottles are worth 3 points each)
-After all bottles have been found…we enter phase two of the game. (all teams must be present)
-FLIP IT
This is just standard Bottle Flip. However, each team gets to flip the bottles they found. In the case a team didn’t
find any, they will be given a consolation bottle…in this case, ALL teams will be given a bottle for fairness.
The object of the game is flip and land the bottle as many times as possible in a certain length of time (…to be
determined by game leader, depending on how much time it took for the FIND IT.
(they can empty some of the water out of their bottle if so desired)
-EACH team lines up (plenty of space between each team) and the person in front of the line gets to flip all of the
team’s bottles and see how many of them they can land. (if they have 5 bottles, the person in the front of the line will
flip all 5)
-After all bottles are flipped, they go to end of the line…and it’s the next person’s turn.
-This process is continued until time expires.
-Appoint someone on the team to keep score.
-Everyone on the team has to FILP.
(each landed bottle is worth 1 point)
-CHUNK IT (the last part) (also, I’d set this up in a grassy area somewhere)
Using the teams bottles, they are to throw bottles into a trash can (use big grey ones out from the gym. Multiple
teams can throw the same trash can. Goal, to make as many baskets as possible in a designated time period.
-Each team lines up similar to previous game
-Station one person at the other end of the throwing area (down near the trash cans, but out of the firing zone)
-Each person only throws one bottle at a time
-Then they run to the other end to retrieve the bottle the person behind them in line will be throwing.
(so, the purpose of the person near the trash cans is to be the first person to return the first thrown bottle and give
it to the person in line.)
(example: the team that has 5 bottles, they will be able to have the opportunity to thrown faster than the team that
just has 2.)
-Once the bottle is brought back to the line, the person who brings it, gets in the back of the line, waiting to throw
again.
(each bottle scored is worth 5 points…so make it a bit challenging

WHERE ARE THE BOTTLES HIDDEN???
(this is an accurate list of where they are…when giving hits,
make it a little vague – only one hint per team…after 5 min
from when the game starts)
9 is hidden in one of the bushes in front of the yellow building
20 is hidden in front of the blue building against the wall near a gas line
5 is hidden in the grass island near the parking lot by the yellow gas meter
19 is hidden in the ditch among the big rocks on the far right end of the parking lot
11 is in the ditch near the phone office down by the end of the parking lot near the blue building
12 is in the downspouts of the gutter on the back corner of the yellow buildin
3 is in an electric panel box (unused) at the corner of the parking lot behind the blue building
6 is inside a piece of PVC pipe laying against the back side of the blue building
14 is in the P gravel rocks against the black thing behind the swings in the playground
15 is in the P gravel, in the playground, against the little plastic climbing fort slide thing near the
gate of the backside of the playground
1 Is inside the water drain area behind the green building and near the playground
4 is wedged between two pipes about seven feet off the ground on a light pole behind the green
building
13 Is under a broken valve cover box in the garden area between the backside of the office and
the green building
7 Is hidden up in the shrub by the little white
10 is hidden by the AC units back side of sanctuary on red building side
17 ac unit & bush in front sanctuary
2 under metal bridge
16 In green bucket under stairs at red building
8 Behind spare tires on chainsaw trailer
18 in bush behind sanctuary at corner near window
NEEDS FOR NIGHT:
-Mark Mc should be brining his big Monster Speaker for music
-Need ice chest with water bottles, or really just bottles in an ice chest no ice. There are two
packs in the metal fridge, 40 in each, use one.
-3-4 big gray plastic trash cans.
-not sure who’s leading the devotion just yet…don’t know if they’ll need any props from church,
hopefully not.
-use the back side of this page or whatever as a score card. WINNING TEAM will get to go first
next week when we have ICE CREAM SUNDAEs.

